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The CIV

- a Police organization based in Utrecht
- The CIV exist since April 1986
- Funded by the ministry of Interior
- Controlled by the board of Police Chiefs
• Collect and processes data and spreads operational information

• analysis trends / developments and makes annual reports

• Supports the different parties surrounding football matches

• Manages national data and to safeguard the quality of this data (VVS)

• Advises policy towards the Ministry and Council of Police Chiefs
VVS
National database

currently registered:
8000 arrested supporters
600 Hooligans
International

- Member of European Think Tank and advises the council of Europe
- Support the different parties surrounding football matches
- Manages international data and to safeguard the quality of this data (NFIP Website)
- Composes and deploys “Spotters” at matches with the Dutch National team
- Exchanges International Police Information
European information exchange
There was information that a group of about 170 RISK supporters from Real Madrid would visit Amsterdam to fight with supporters form Ajax. This was a group with the name ULTRASSUR. This Group was spotted on the Airport and followed. 11 members of this group Shouted; "Sieg Heil" while holding one hand straight in the air. (multiple times) These persons where directly arrested and got a fine of 200 euro each. (which they had to pay directly) The rest of the group were preventively arrested and searched. The local police found multile weapons, prepared caps, prepared jackets, fireworks and etc. The whole group was then hold on a police area and then send back towards Spain. This did not gave anyproblems.

Some or them could became violent if they are provoked. The usually obey the instructions given by the police and they are used to be searched in the entrance to the stadiums, so they won't show any objection to it.
What if it's not a matchday?
Method: Focus on Hooligans

From many to smart
Without director
Questions?
Thank you for your attention

Contact:
+31306577222
civ@utrecht.politie.nl